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Abstract
In this publication a Doctrine for the Conditional Extremization of the Hybrid-Optional Effective-

ness Functions Entropy is discussed as a tool for the Reliability Assessments of Engineering Systems. 
Traditionally, most of the problems having been dealt with in this area relate with the probabilistic 
problem settings. Regularly, the optimal solutions are obtained through the probability extremizations. 
It is shown a possibility of the optimal solutions “derivation”, with the help of a model implementing 
a variational principle which takes into account objectively existing parameters and components of 
the Markovian process. The presence of an extremum of the objective state probability is observed and 
determined on the basis of the proposed Doctrine with taking into account the measure of uncertainty 
of the hybrid-optional effectiveness functions in the view of their entropy. Such approach resembles the 
well known Jaynes’ Entropy Maximum Principle from theoretical statistical physics adopted in subjec-
tive analysis of active systems as the subjective entropy maximum principle postulating the subjective 
entropy conditional optimization. The developed herewith Doctrine implies objective characteristics of 
the process rather than subjective individual’s preferences or choices, as well as the states probabilities 
maximums are being found without solving a system of ordinary linear differential equations of the 
first order by Erlang corresponding to the graph of the process. Conducted numerical simulation for 
the proposed mathematical models is illustrated with the plotted diagrams.
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INTRODUCTION
Scientific investigations in the framework of the physical processes uncertainty often use the Jaynes’ 

entropy maximum principle considered in publications [9-11]. Entropy paradigm is also widely used 
in the variety of applications starting from those to psychological [5, 8, 12-14, 21-27] theoretical re-
search and ending with engineering [2-8, 13, 14, 23, 24, 26, 27] and economical problems [4, 8, 13, 
14, 23-27]. The global trend entropy research seems keep growing according with the reference of [18].

It is an obvious thing that in order to solve properly engineering tasks and research problems on 
technical operation of engineering systems [1, 19] the formal science gives a powerful mathematical 
apparatus [28-30]. Through centuries it proves the methods effectiveness. Nevertheless, evolution of 
scientific approaches has no end. It looks prospective to implement the developed Doctrine to the 
problems discussed in references [31-34] since the recent research [35-49] gives a good background 
for that.

The objectives of the presented study results are to demonstrate the newly developed Hybrid- 
-Optional Effectiveness Functions Entropy Conditional Extremization Doctrine applicability to the 
problems of the Engineering Systems Reliability Assessments [2-4, 6, 7].

The example of the theoretical concept contemplations is for an Aircraft Given Functional System 
Maintenance Process Improvement [15, 20, 28]. However, implementation might be for a system of 
any kind, subject to considered circumstances, of course. Besides, it is important that hereinafter in the 
presented paper the developed Doctrine involves the postulated optimality rather than axiomatic state-
ment for the probability of choice likewise in works [21, 22] on the basis of the Luce’s axiom [16, 17].

The initial provisions of the presented paper was submitted to the ICEF III, 3rd International Con-
ference on Engineering and Formal Sciences, Amsterdam Science Park, 11-12 May 2018, at https://
euser.org/icef3. But for some reason it was not published yet.

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
The cornerstone of the presented research is a statement about the existing optimality of the op-

tional functions in nature engineering [2-8, 13, 14, 23-27]. It postulates the optimality of the pro-
cesses going on within the Markovian systems [2-4, 6, 7]. It deals with the probabilities of states, 
[28-30]. And it is going to be a generalization for the Markovian systems processes considered in 
references [2-4, 6, 7].

PROTOTYPE APPROACHES
First of all it is entropy paradigm applications in psychology and economics [5, 8, 12-14, 21-27], 

Jaynes’s principle [9-11], and axiomatic of Luce’s [16, 17, 21, 22].

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF PSYCHOLOGY
In particular, the human psychological behavioral choice factor influence problems are connected 

with economy, sociology, education, taken into account in engineering, including when safety of such 
systems is considered [5, 8, 12-14, 21-27].
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RELIABILITY PROBLEM
In any case, in order to prove the justifiability (strength, sustainability) of the developed aircraft 

given functional system maintenance process improvements [15, 20, 28] it is and has to (should) 
be given some good reasons in favor of either for the arguments substantiating the advantages of the 
proposed things [1, 15, 19, 20, 28-30].

Therefore, it is unavoidable to introduce certain both qualitative and quantitative values, regularly 
(generally) accepted as the measures (criteria or indices/indexes), helping construct, describe, and de-
velop mathematical research models. The choice of these criteria or measures does not have to be solely 
based upon the having been well known or standard values or approaches. The creativity work must be 
manifested here. Heuristic, challenging task and problem settings are welcome to be developed.

For example, as a result of the Improvement of the Aircraft Given Functional System Maintenance 
Process some reliability, dependability probabilistic characteristics might be increased, so the corre-
sponding measures might be chosen to demonstrate, prove, substantiate the advantages of the proposed 
modifications. These are, let us say, for instance, might be the basic probabilistic values (measures) of 
Reliability, Failure-Free Operation, Durability, Longevity, Maintainability, Storability or any of these 
measures combinations.

Elements of the mass service theory [29, 30] are also can be applied to the reliability problems solving.
For example, considering a Markovian random process with discrete states and continuous time, 

for a general case with three states we have a graph shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 – Graph of three states of an aircraft functional system

Here, in Fig. 1, “0” designates the up state of the system; “1” – damage; “2” – failure. The corre-
sponding values of the failure rates λij and restoration rates µij, deemed to be constant in time t, will 
determine the process going on in the system. For the substantiated reasons, for the state of “2” to be 
a state without an “exit”, it has to be satisfied the conditions of µ20 = µ21 = 0. Then, it, the state of “2”, 
will be a real failure.

The corresponding, to the graph of Fig. 1, initial matrix M will have the view of
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where p is a parameter (variable) still unknown. The elements of the matrix of (1) symbolize optional 
transitions of the system from state to state. The rates of going out of the states are taken with the “pos-
itive” sign “+”, whereas coming into the state with the “negative” sign “–” instead.

In such respect, the considered example may be given an attention to in regards with the help of 
the Multi-Optional Hybrid-Effectiveness Functions Uncertainty Measure Conditional Optimization 
Doctrine applicable to the aeronautical engineering optimal maintenance periodicities determination 
[2-4, 6, 7]. The essence of the doctrine (method, idea, approach, concept) is to consider the process 
developing in the system from the position of some hybrid optional functions distribution optimality.

Consider the options essential to the system.
The objective functional proposed is as follows:

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

where x is an unknown parameter; hi = xF1
(i) is the multi-optional hybrid functions depending upon the 

options effectiveness functions of F1
(i); t*

p/λ01 ;  is the intrinsic parameter of the system and the process, 
which is the ratio of the optimal (delivering the sought maximal value to the probability) time t*

p of the 
maintenance periodicity, it is unknown yet for such problem formulation and the time of t*

p is going 
to be determined as a solution, to the flow intensity λ01; M12

(i) is the algebraic addition of the initial 
elementary intensities matrix M, Eq. (1), formed in the style likewise from the Erlang’s system [30], 
element of m12; γ is the parameter, coefficient, function (uncertain Lagrange multiplier, weight coeffi-
cient) for the normalizing condition.
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Consider an extremum existence necessary conditions for the objective functional of (2):

9)

10)

From where

11)

After that, we have got the law of subjective conservatism [8] on one hand and on the other hand the 
similar to the traditional probabilistic approach expression, [2-4, 6, 7]:

12)

At last, we obtain

13)

After that

14)

And finally with taking into account Eq. (3)–(8)

15)
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16)

AN EXAMPLE OF A COMPUTER SIMULATION
In the developed problem setting, the diagrams plotted by the numerical simulation with the for-

mulae of Eq. (1)-(16) are shown in Fig. 2.
In order to illustrate this point for the example considered (see Fig. 1), the mathematical model-

ing has been realized for such initial data for the probabilities of the system’s corresponding states of 
“0”, “1”, and “2”: P0|t=t0 = 1, P1|t=t0 = P2|t=t0, t0 = 0, and other values: λ01 = 5 ∙ 10-3 h–1; λ02 = 2 ∙ 10-4 h–1; 
λ12 = 1 ∙10-3 h–1; µ10 = 1 ∙10-4 h–1; µ20 = 3 ∙10-5 h–1; µ21 = 5 ∙10-5 h–1; t = 0…1.5 ∙ 103 h. topt ≈ 393 h 
is found with the expression of Eq. (16).

The demonstrated in Fig. 2 designations of a1, a0 and a2  (see Fig. 2) are for the probabilities of P1(t), 
P0(t) and P2(t) obtained with the computer simulation for the differential equations system by Erlang 
related to the corresponding graph shown in Fig. 1. Also, P1(t), P0(t) and P2(t) are for P1(t), P0(t) and 
P2(t) respectively, and P00(t) is for P0(t) as well, being plotted after the calculation with the use of the 
different methods analytical results. Both curves P00(t) and P0(t) coincide.
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Fig. 2 – Results of the computer calculation experiments conducted with the help 
of the MathCad standard platform
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DISCUSSION
Thus, the result of Eq. (16) is obtained in absolutely not probabilistic rather in the Multi-Optional 

Hybrid-Effectiveness Functions Uncertainty Measure Conditional Optimization Doctrine way, simi-
larly to the approach developed, described, and discussed in references [2-4, 6, 7].

The same approach is applicable to F2
(i) with yielding the parallel to the Eq. (16) results.

Now we ought to say that for the situation when the probability of P2(t) undergoes the extremum 
instead of the probability of P1(t), the problem, due to the symmetry, has a symmetrical solution:

17)

That is the system according to the developing stationary Poison flow process has the possible states 
optimal options related with either the system of parameters

18)

values for the initial moment probability of the state “0” being equaled to “1”.
The corresponding value of the optimal periodicity topt = 393.267, determined with the expression 

of Eq. (16), delivering the maximum to the probability of P1(t), the damage “1”, however, being not 
the failure state “2”, on the condition that the probability of the latter state “2” P2(t) does not go be-
yond (exceed) the accepted level (limit), whereas (while) the up (normal operation conditions) state of 
the system designated as “0” probability: P0(t) is not lower than the accepted level (limit), is portrayed 
in Fig. 2; as well as P1|t=topt > 0.64339 and P2|t=topt < 0.3, P0|t=topt > 0.1 are visible in Fig. 2.

The analogous result is obtained in case of (17) and first of (18).

CONCLUSIONS
The presented fragments or sections of sciences finished the process of their centralization; they 

contain at their core some principle of optimality. The multi-optional hybrid functions are mathemat-
ically derived in the explicit expression views. That delivers a plausible explanation of a theorem rather 
than axiom type. There is a hope that such a provision exists, and not occasionally, and not only in the 
considered problems.

At this, it was shown a possibility of a “derivation”, from a variational principle which takes into 
account the uncertainty measure in the view of the multi-optional hybrid effectiveness functions en-
tropy, of the aircraft given functional system maintenance process optimal periodicity on conditions of 
acceptable levels of the probabilities of the system’s up and failure states.
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